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Minimalism as the word suggests is maximising simplicity in the logo design, you make 
use of the design elements which are existing. Minimalist approach is not just for Logo 
Design Singapore but also for any kind of design spread across the domains. A 
complicated, too colorful design may look good for the business owners however is it 
really appealing for your target market. 
 

 
 
Usage of Colors and Fonts 
 
When it comes to logo designing using minimalist approach doesn’t mean we have to 
use only black and white, you can try using colors and symbols which best describes 
you and make sure not to over power your design with colors. You can try adding 
symbols which best describe your brand along with the colors. 
 
Usage of fonts when designing a logo also contributes to your style. Instead of just 
using the fonts as is you could try to bend or elongate to make it look elegant and adapt 
to your style. 
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Professional Experience 
As the market grows, the number of customers also increases. In this competitive world 
it is most important to have a logo designed to create a uniqueness of your business. 
Be it manufacturing a unique product or building your unique marketing strategy or be it 
creating your unique logo, uniqueness is the essential factor. When it comes to logo 
creation, being unique and standing out from others is utmost important. 
 
Though minimal may sound simple and easy, it is not. The approach requires more trial 
and error methodology to attain the best design which is also meaningful and effective. 
As a logo designer in Singapore you have to put in lots of effort to achieve a 
professional logo. 
 

 
 
Subraa, professional freelance logo designer in Singapore has helped business achieve 
their online presence at a more affordable cost. The logo designed at Subraa is unique 
and can be used for trademark.  
 
Every business needs a unique identity. Logo is a symbolic representation of your 
business. Logo need not always be symbolic, it can be of word mark or a combination 
of symbols and fonts. The main idea of designing a logo is to make an impact on your 
business among your customers. 
 

Avail the New year big deals and discount from Subraa’s web design and logo design 
packages. Contact Subraa your friendly Freelance Logo Designer in Singapore, Call or 
WhatsApp now at 97957890 or email your requirements to info@subraa.com and get 
your website design and logo design at an affordable price in Singapore. Get your 
business online now with festive offers from Subraa!! 

 
To learn more about logo design you can read my article on  How to design a perfect 
logo step by step guide to design a logo 
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